
Follow the Leader - Solution Files

*One Puzzle Per Page*



Follow the Leader But To Where?
Use the ruler and the “follow the leader” instructions to spell out “MOVIES”.



Mirror Questions
Group: 4

Years: 5

Money: 10

This is not the password for the safe. You will use these numbers with the safe and

drink coaster to get the numbers needed to unlock the safe.



Floor Safe
Overlay the drink coaster on the safe and line them up based on the mirror Questions.

Match the symbol to the number and what the arrow points to is the answer.

Password: 33022



Coded Message in Safe
Count the number of times a letter is repeated in a group and count up from that letter

in the alphabet. e.g., “AA” would be “B.”

Solution: THIS IS WHERE THEY MET TO START THEIR NIGHT THE FIRST GAME

WAS AT MORTONS



Where do you go?
Password: mortonsmovies



Movie Poster

“They let the air out of the tires. Z in the center of the tire top right down and then

around the tire.”



Tire and Parking Lot Puzzle

“Twenty one flats le� sixty people stranded for ten hours.”



Felt Board Message
“THE GAME TOOK A DARKER TURN AT OLE BARK CEMETERY”



Where do you go next? Envelope 2

Password: olebarkcemetery



Flowers
Allen Piker describes the kind of flowers his sister used to plant. You can match that

with the images of the flowers to find that she planted rainflowers.



Cemetery map
Password: thomasnash



Ellie Ray’s Gravestone

“Shade in all even numbers”



Lines and Numbers
“WITH HAMMERS THEY BROKE HEADSTONES AND LAUGHED”



Cemetery Sign

“Follow me to hwy 9 mile 26”



Where Do You Go Next?

Envelope 3

Password: hwy9mile26



Colored Letters

“The night she died was no accident. I'll show you the one responsible. Open the door

with eight seven zero.”



Door
Password: 870



Stairs
Steps 6 and 4

Password: 64



Solved All the Puzzles? Ready to

Close the Case?

Password: hiddenkey


